
How Mock Tests Help In RAS Preparation 
 

Mock tests play an important role in the lives of RAS aspirants. It helps them in understanding the paper 

patterns better and check the preparation levels. Appearing for such tests helps the candidate to 

counter his/her fears about the main exam. If you appear for these tests before the main exam, your 

concepts will get clearer and help you secure a higher rank. Many students doing RAS Coaching in 

Udaipur say that mock tests help them in beating the nervousness and make them familiar with the real 

exam patterns. Here are the 5 benefits of attempting mock tests which prove their importance. 

  

Help students understand their weakness  
  

When you attempt mock tests, you come across many sections where you feel clueless. If you mark such 

points, it will be easy for you to identify the areas you are lagging in and where to work hard. Mock tests 

are the best option to do a self-analysis of your preparation levels. It will help you to focus more on your 

weaker sections and improve them before the main exam. Many RAS Classes in Udaipur organize 

multiple mock tests at regular intervals to help the students prepare better. Also, there are many books 

available in the markets for such tests. 

  

Help students understand their strengths  
  

Mock tests are one of the best ways to do a self-analysis of your preparation levels. As you attempt 

these tests, it will help you understand the areas where you are strong. When you will be sure of the 

areas where you are strong, you will be able to move further to other topics with a free mind. When you 

will finally be able to identify your strengths, it will act as a great confidence booster for you. And 

experts of RAS Coaching in Udaipur have always suggested appearing for mock tests to find out your 

strengths and weaknesses. 

  

Helps in time management  
  

Time management plays a key role in RAS preparation. You cannot give all your time to just one section 

and ignore the rest. Mock tests help you in managing the given time. It prepares you in fully utilizing the 

time while giving the exam and completing the entire paper without leaving anything. We all know that 

RAS papers are lengthy and difficult to solve in the given hours, time management is the key to 
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attempting the full paper in the given period. Mock tests teach you effective time management skills 

which can turn out very useful during the main exam. 

  

Helps in Confidence boosting  
  

Mock tests are very useful for RAS aspirants as they prepare them in every aspect. 

They are designed exactly like the real exam paper. If you keep attempting these tests, your speed of 

solving the questions and time management skills will surely improve. When you will develop good 

speed in solving the questions, you will get a good boost in your confidence. And confident and well-

prepared candidates always secure higher ranks in the exam. 

  

Helps in revising the syllabus 
  

The vast syllabus of RAS is very hard to cover and even harder to revise multiple times before appearing 

for the main exam. But mock tests can help you in revising the syllabus as they are designed in such a 

way that they cover the entire syllabus. While going through the mock tests, you will get many chances 

to go through the forgotten topics and chapters. Appearing for these tests will help you in polishing your 

strong topics.   

  

Majority of RAS Coaching Classes in Udaipur says that if a candidate wishes to score more and be 

confident in exams, he should have a set time table to follow and must appear for Mock Tests at regular 

intervals. We hope that the above-given tips will help you in better preparation for RAS exams. 
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